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Abstract— The floating-point Fused Dot Product (FDP) is one of the most used operations in digital signal
processing (DSP), Graphics Processor Units (GPU), etc. The design of multi-functional floating-point units
is a method for using hardware more efficient in order to reduce the cost of conventional hardware units.
In this paper, a floating-point Fused two term Dot Product (AB ± CD) with the new capabilities offered.
Because the fused operations performed one rounding operation, not only the accuracy increased but also
delay and cost reduced due to the sharing of hardware .If we want to use this hardware for typical floatingpoint operations such as floating-point addition and multiplication, we normally can do one addition,
subtraction and multiplication, while the architecture presented in this paper as a multi-functional double
precision FDP has the ability to do two parallel floating point addition, subtraction or multiplication with a
same precision(double precision).After implementation of this architecture, in comparison with a
conventional architecture in FPGA, we find that the architecture was designed with increased 10.23% slice
number and 12.77% delay, while the parallel operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication has
doubled.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The floating-point Fused Dot Product (FDP) is one of the most used operations in digital signal processing
(DSP), graphics processor units (GPU), etc [1, 2]. The dot product with two term (AB+CD) [3] or four term
(AB+CD+EF+GH) [4] usually used for this applications. Because the fused operations performed one rounding
operation, not only the accuracy increased but also delay and cost reduced due to the sharing of hardware.
Although FPGA designs are flexible and have less cost for implementation of floating-point circuits, there is
more delay in them rather than ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) implementation. But because of
their flexibility, they are common used and many researchers interest in this type of implementation. After
presenting the idea of combining multiply and accumulate operations (AB + C), majority of researches have
been done in Fused Multiply Add (FMA) field [5] and also the other attempts [6, 7, 8 ] in which researchers
have achieved a variety of improvements. Some ideas raised more efficient with using of hardware units which
were introduced as a multi precision unit [9, 10], and multi-functional designs [11].Multi precision designs have
two or multiple modes. For example, they are able to work in double precision and in single precision with
parallel twice operation. Multi functional designs can do different operations with same hardware units. In[9], a
FMA capable of doing calculations in single and double precision presents. This FMA can do one operation in
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double precision or two operations in a single precision one. In [11] two multi functional and multi precision
FMA with dot product support presented and implemented .In [12], one floating point dual precision addition
and multiplication in FPGA as embedded Floating Point Unit(FPU) implemented. In [13] with using Bridge
idea with a combination of addition and multiplying units, one FMA was designed. The benefit of this design
was little delay and area overhead, no need to change design of adder and multiply hardware units and bridge
can adapt these ones to implement one FMA. In [14] a multi functional four term dot product for special
application present that can do dot product with parallel multiplications. Past papers indicate multi precision and
multi-functional designs were presented in order to decrease the cost of floating-point implementation.The
presented architecture is a multi functional FDP which can do five types of floating-point operations in a same
precision: one FDP function, two parallel addition functions, two parallel subtraction functions, one addition and
one subtraction functions, and two parallel multiplication functions. All of these types operate in double
precision. After implementation of this design and compare with conventional FDP, our design has 12.77%
more delay and 10.23% more slice numbers, but the number of parallel addition, subtraction and multiplication
functions are doubled and using of FDP parts get maximum optimization.
In section2 conventional FDP is introduced, then we present new multi functional FDP in section3 and
implement this design in FPGA in section4. Finally, conclusion is in section 5.

II. CONVENTIONAL FDP
In floating-point dot product operation (AB±CD), A, B, C and D are four floating-point inputs and the
calculation of this expression needs two multiplication and one addition/ subtraction. The fused dot product uses
a combinational hardware unit consist of two multiplier and one adder functions with normalization and
rounding units. The fused dot product algorithm is explained below:
Assume a, b, c and d are normalized floating-point numbers and m means mantissa (significant), e means
exponent and s is sign of number. Several steps must be done to calculate dot product.
Step1- Significant Multiply, Exponent Difference, Maximum Exponent, Effective Operator
Mab=ma* mb , Mcd=mc* md , Eab=Ea+Eb , Ecd=Ec+Ed , Shift_amount=Ediff=|Eab-Ecd|-bias , Ep=MAX {Eab , Ecd}
, Sab=Sa xor Sb,Scd=Sc xor Sd , opeff=sab xor op xor scd
Step2-Alignment, Inversion
Malign=RightShift(Msmaller,Shift_amount)
If op=1 then
Mneg=2's-complement(Malign)
Else
Mneg=Malign
End if
Step3-Addition, Predict number of Leading Zeros
Mp=Mbigger+Mneg , Shift_norm=LZA(Mbigger,Mneg)
Step4-Normalization, Rounding, Exponent Adjust, Sign Detection
Mnormal=LeftShift(Mp,Shift_norm)
MR=Round(Mnormal)
ER=Ep-Shift_norm±Mp(Cout)+Round(overflow) ,SR=SignLogic(Sab,Scd,op,exp_comp,Mp(Cout)
Final Result is:
result=(-1)SR * MR * 2 ER

The figure1 show conventional FDP [15] that acts based on above algorithm.

III. NEW MULTI FUNCTIONAL FDP
Based on previous descriptions one FDP unit which can calculate AB±CD, additionally can do an addition or
subtraction with assume one for two operands just as, A±C=A×1±C×1. It also can do one multiplication if
assume zero for one operands, for example A×B=A×B±0×D. Therefore, despite a large adder and multiplier,
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only one of each kind of operations can execute. Consequently, existing hardware to perform these operations
are sub major operation, not be efficiently utilized.
Based on standard IEEE-754 [16], our multi-functional FDP architecture with changes in conventional
architecture, the number of parallel floating-point operations include addition unit, subtraction and
multiplication, is doubled. Figure 2 is a schematic architecture of our design. Major changes that have taken
place in this architecture are as follows:
 Second operator (OP2) has added to the inputs. The operator specifies a parallel addition and subtraction
operations.

Fig. 1- Conventional FDP[15]

 Two-bit input mode is used to control the operations. In Figure 2, the direction control signal has been
identified as dashed line. Mode indicates three state: (a) If the mode = 00 ,two multiplications are
performed in parallel.(b) If mode =01 , depending on the sign of inputs and OP1, OP2 two addition or
two subtraction or one addition and one subtraction are performed in parallel.(c) if mode = 10,then the
main operation of the circuit, namely FDP is done.
 Two multiplier architecture without any changes to the base architecture placed in the new architecture,
but in the operations of addition and subtraction, operands (mantissa) not used of two multiplier
functions.
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Unit consists of a number of multiplexers as Select & Swap has been added to the circuit. Based on
mode signal operands to select the next step.two multiplication don‘t need to use Align & Sticky,
Invert and Carry save adder 4 to 2(CSA 4:2) and only Mul Sticky unit added to design to calculate two
sticky bits related two multiplications. Also, CSA 4:2 only uses for FDP operation and other operations
don‘t need this component.



The next unit is Select for Final Addition, based on the operation type specified by the mode selects
two operand for the final addition. All states need this unit to complete operations. Similar to Select &
Swap this unit consists of a number of multiplexers .

Fig. 2- New Multi Functional FDP



Final adder in our architecture shown in Figure 3, divided into 56 bit smaller adders. By controlling the
carry output of the first adder, two small sum functions for addition, subtraction and multiplication or
one big sum for FDP can complete. For second adder, a Flagged Prefix Adder is used that it can
produce X + Y and X + Y +1 for X, Y as inputs [20]. Because the two adders produce sum and carry
from the first to the second adder is not propagated, the delay is about half.
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All operations except multiplying need LZA (Leading Zero Anticipator) to predict leading zero for
normalization as soon as final addition completes. Similar to [18, 19], we use LZA for positive and
negative numbers with concurrent correction and split LZA to smaller part [9].
For normalization, we use Barrel Shifter like [17, 9]. This shifter can operate in two states. Firstly, two
56-bit left shift units are used for two additions, subtractions or multiplications. Secondly, one 112-bit
left shift is used in FDP normalization.
A rounding unit is added for second operation. This unit in FDP is not used.
Exponent Compare, Exponent Adjust and Sign logic have been changed in a way which can do all
needed calculations with the signal mode for all operations. Therefore, require additional hardware
units specifically some multiplexer are added to choose appropriate input and output.
A 64-bit register is added to the output for the second operation of addition, subtraction and
multiplication. FDP operation just uses the first register.

Fig.1- Final Adder Structure

IV. Implementation and Evaluation
For implementation and fair comparison, we describe conventional FDP and new multi functional FDP for
double precision as structural VHDL code, an accurate description of all circuits of the same type of hardware is
used. The simulation is done by ModelSim in both architectures which were tested by written Test Bench with
random data patterns and each architecture was synthesized on the FPGA Virtex-6 by Xilinx ISE Design Suite
12.3 software. Finally, results from synthesis for all these two architectures are shown in Table I.

TABLE II
COMPARISION OF CONVENTIONAL FDP AND MULTI FUNCTIONAL FDP
Conventional
FDP *

Our Multi
functional
FDP **

Comparision
*,**

Delay (ns)

70.79

79.83

12.77%

Slice LUT #

11022

12150

10.23%

Functionality

1FDP+
1Add/Sub+
1Mul

1FDP+
2Add+
2Sub+
1Add,1Sub+
2Mul
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As be shown in Table III our FDP architecture compared with the conventional architecture in terms of Total
Delay has increased at a rate of 12.77%. This delay caused by the multiplexers added in select units and other
changes in new architecture, but because the adder divided to smaller adders, the delay is partly compensated.
Number of Slice LUT in FPGA of our architecture 10.23% increase compared to the conventional architecture.
This increase was due to changes in the conventional architecture but Normal operations of addition,
subtraction, and multiplication can be implemented in this architecture has doubled and the total number and a
variety of operations performed in this architecture are enhanced.
In addition, these operations do not require a separate circuit design and Our architecture is designed to support
all operations are applicable. Our architecture compared to floating point addition and multiplication is more
delay, But for this operation (addition, subtraction and multiplication) can do two operations in parallel and in
computing such as digital signal processing (DSP) that series of addition and multiplication can be used
continuously has better performance.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we design and implement a multi-functional fused dot product with the ability to perform
addition, subtraction, and multiplication of floating point. Despite the increase in delay and 10.23% and 12.77%
cost compared with traditional architecture, the number of ordinary floating-point operations applicable increase
to double simultaneously. Also, for the applications with high repeated add and high repeated multiply, this
architecture can significantly reduce the delay because can execute two add or multiply in parallel per one cycle,
therefore increase total performance.
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